MAKER SPACES

presented by Environment, Health & Safety and Campus Planning
“Building on MIT’s long tradition of making and doing, the Initiative will give students, faculty, alumni and others beyond MIT the space, skills, knowledge, tools and opportunities to design,
build, test, prototype, hack, scale up and accelerate the transformation of academic ideas into practical innovations through ventures, partnerships and networks.”
MIT Campus Shops and Maker Spaces:
Where are they?

What’s a Maker Space?
A space used by individuals or teams to:
• Test ideas; rapid iteration
• Develop and refine prototypes
• Turn concepts into reality, whether physical
objects or commercial organizations
• Redesign prototypes for mass manufacturing

What is the scale and impact these spaces have on
Campus?
1. There’s a lot of it: ~ 135,000 square feet in 35 rooms or room clusters.
2. A few new spaces have been steadily added during the last few years
(Beaver Works, Area 51 CNC shop, MechE Maker Works, Martin Trust
shop.)

Maker space is in high demand:
Spaces originally planned as office/digital design have been converted to maker space
Collaborative spaces are critical. Large project assembly space is needed

SPACE CONCERNS:
Student safety in shops is paramount
Staffing, training, and operating rules
When possible, part of, or central to,
academic villages
Adapted to campus neighborhoods

“Makerspaces, sometimes also referred to as hackerspaces,
hackspaces, and fablabs are creative, DIY spaces where people can gather to create, invent, and learn [… and] often have
3D printers, software, electronics, craft and hardware supplies
and tools, and more.”

Configuration flexibility
Plenty of meeting / collaboration space
Sufficient materials and project/team

3. The East and West Campus sector plans will consider additional maker
spaces along with related supporting innovation programs.
4. One of the biggest concentration of maker spaces and communities (e.g.
D-Lab, SUTD, MITERS) is in the N51 and N52 complex: roughly 20,000 sf.
5. The rules for shop access and use vary considerably.

What are some potential EHS issues of Maker Spaces and
digital fabrication?
Operational Policy Questions
•
•
•
•
•

Can lower risk tools facilitate student supervision?
What hours of operation support safety and utilization?
What technology best supports no working alone?
What qualifies a student to train other students?
What training is required of mentors and users?

Areas of Concern
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design, Layout, Location of spaces
Administrative Controls
Training
Supervision
Working Alone
Hours of Operation
Knowledge/experience/skill level of users
EHS issues of equipment itself – e.g. ventilation, noise, waste

Spotlight: Makerspace 35

Machine Shop Safety Retrofit Program

MakerWorks is a student run makerspace where students,
faculty, and staff are allowed to work freely on any project they choose. MakerWorks consists of prediction, prototyping, and validation tools to support a wide variety of
projects.

EHS Office surveyed in excess of 56 machine shop environments on campus.

Users must take qualifier training to use a machine, and
receive a sticker arm badge that is worn to confirm the
right to use a specific machine

Developed long-range project plan & budget to retrofit machine tools with motor
controls (emergency stop buttons) shields and guards.

Assessed machine tools used by students/faculty and employees against safety
standards

Retrofit work has been completed on over 500 machine tools in 56 Shop
environments
EHS solicited quotations and contracted with outside machine tool vendors to
complete the retrofit work

Laser Cutter Considerations

Fires
Generation of hazardous and/or irritating combustion products
High powered laser

